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By Danny Dorling

Little, Brown Book Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Population 10 Billion,
Danny Dorling, Before May 2011 the top demographics experts of the United Nations had suggested
that world population would peak at 9.1 billion in 2100, and then fall to 8.5 billion people by 2150.
In contrast, the 2011 revision suggested that 9.1 billion would be achieved much earlier, maybe by
2050 or before, and by 2100 there would be 10.1 billion of us. What's more, they implied that global
human population might still be slightly rising in our total numbers a century from now. So what
shall we do? Are there too many people on the planet? Is this the end of life as we know it?
Distinguished geographer Professor Danny Dorling thinks we should not worry so much and that,
whatever impending doom may be around the corner, we will deal with it when it comes. In a series
of fascinating chapters he charts the rise of the human race from its origins to its end-point of
population 10 billion. Thus he shows that while it took until about 1988 to reach 5 billion we
reached 6 billion by 2000, 7 billion eleven years later and...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is easy in go through easier to recognize. We have study and i am certain that i will planning to read through once again once again in the
future. I am quickly will get a pleasure of studying a composed publication.
-- Prof. Adah Mertz Sr.-- Prof. Adah Mertz Sr.

Absolutely essential study book. It normally fails to price excessive. I realized this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this publication to find out.
-- Mariela Stroman-- Mariela Stroman
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